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I.

II.

E STIMATION M ETHOD

An estimated convergence point can be calculated from the
moving vectors between parent individuals and their offspring
[1]. Let ai and ci in the Figure 1 be the i-th parent individual
and its offspring, respectively (ai , ci ∈ Rd ). Then, the i-th
moving vector is defined as a direction vector, bi = ci −ai . Its
unit direction vector is given as b0i = bi /||bi ||, i.e. bT0i b0i = 1.

A PPLICATION OF THE E STIMATED C ONVERGENCE
P OINT FOR E VOLUTIONARY C OMPUTATION

A. The Simplest Application
The simplest use of the estimated convergence point is to
use it as a new elite individual and replace the worst individual.
When the estimated convergence point locates near the global
optimum as we expect, we can expect that the elite individual
becomes a powerful parent. When it is not close to the global
optimum unfortunately, the elite may not be remarkable but
is still better than the worst individual replaced by it. We can
say that it is a low risk, high return strategy.
B. Weight-based Estimation Method

Fig. 1: Moving vector bi (= ci − ai ) is calculated from a
parent individual ai and its offspring ci in the d-dimensional
searching space. The ⋆ mark is the convergence point for these
vectors.
Let x ∈ Rd be the point that is the nearest to the n extended
directional line segments, ai + ti bi (ti ∈ R). By nearest,
we mean that the total distance from x to the n extended
directional line segments, J(x, {ti }) in Eq.(1), becomes the
minimum.
As the minimum line segment from the convergence point
x to the extended directional line segments is the orthogonal
projection from x, we can remove ti by inserting an orthogonal
condition, the Eq. (2), into the Eq. (1).
J(x, {ti }) =

n
∑

C. Application to Multimodal Optimization
The basic estimation method is surely effective for unimodal tasks [1], but it is not always true for multimodal tasks
because moving vectors go towards different local optima. To
make this method applicable to general optimization tasks, we
must cluster moving vectors according to their directions to
local minima first and then apply the method to estimate each
local minimum. We proposed a cluttering method for bipolar
tasks [3] and then extend it for generic multimodal tasks [4].
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bT
i (ai + ti bi − x) = 0

Although the above basic method for estimating the convergence point handles all moving vectors fairly, all moving
vectors do not aim the global optimum directly but just
toward better directions. As the efficiency of moving vectors
is expressed by how fitness is improved, we may be able to
improve the precision of the estimated convergence point by
weighting moving vectors with their efficiency. We introduced
weights into the basic estimation method and develop its
improved version [2].

(orthogonal condition)
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The x̂ that minimizes the total distance in the Eq. (1) is
obtained by partially differentiating each element of x and
setting them equal 0. Finally, the convergence point x̂ is given
by Eq. (3), where I d is a unit matrix.

x̂ =

{ n
∑(
i=1

I d − b0i bT
0i

} { n
) −1 ∑
(
i=1

)
I d − b0i bT
0i ai
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